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Today’s Brave New Business
Environment

Tackling New Risks and Challenges
Volatility, uncertainty, and risk – for CFOs, these are the watchwords of the day, the legacy of the economic downturn that’s
shattered commonly held beliefs about the finance function and
the effectiveness of current tools to drive financial performance.
The question is, given this “new normal,” do you have the visibility,
insight, and control to deliver financial excellence?
Think about the broad economic and regulatory shifts you’ve had to deal with over the
past few years:
• Commodities such as oil have fluctuated
widely and unpredictably.
• Stock portfolios worldwide lost 40% of
their value in 2008, and markets are still
recovering.
• Budgets have been cut to the bone across
most departments – including finance – and
yet managers must find ways to respond to
increasingly complex challenges.
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• Nearly every business is global today, which
means you have to manage performance
24x7 and compensate for the increased risk
of international business.
• Government regulations – and associated
costs – have increased worldwide and are
expected to intensify.
At the same time, we’ve seen that major
technology trends – particularly in the area of
enterprise mobility – have transformed how
employees collaborate and work. For example,
decision makers increasingly expect to con-

sume financial information using mobile devices
to be more productive while on the move and
to deal with issues as they arise. At the same
time, a new, mobile-savvy generation of young
people is entering the workforce, and they
expect instant access to information and insight.
Within this complex and unpredictable business landscape – the “new normal” – you,
as CFO, must be prepared to deliver financial
excellence. Now that we’re on the other side
of the recession, exactly how do you do that?

New Pressures and Opportunities
for CFOs
Responding to Changing Agendas
When the world economy was in the depths
of recession, it was easy to know the next right
thing to do: cut costs, conserve cash, and pay
off debt. But as we head toward better days,
your business likely has more liquidity than
ever before. Business reinvestment and positive growth are back on the agenda – along
with continued cost optimization.
So delivering financial excellence means striking the right balance between sound stewardship and value creation, entrepreneurship and
caution, and focusing on the big picture versus
accuracy in the details. On a practical level, the
following priorities come to the forefront:
• Fulfilling your stewardship role through
regulatory compliance and effective risk
management
• Adding value by helping your organization
outperform stakeholders’ financial expectations – in the private sector, generating
more profit; in the public sector, achieving
more cost-effective outcomes

•	Delivering superior financial services to
your organization at a reduced cost
None of this is easy, considering the stakes
and challenges that have surfaced over the
past few years. At the same time, the personal

consequences of failure can go beyond the
public embarrassment of a late filing or a
restatement of earnings. Today, any CFO who
doesn’t personally drive the financial performance of the enterprise is unlikely to hold the
position for long.
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A New Set of KPIs for Finance

Driving Results Where It Matters Most

SAP can offer recommendations to help you –
beginning by advising you to consider applying the principles of performance management
to the processes your department manages.
In brief, these principles involve setting goals,
defining initiatives, and implementing a new
set of key performance indicators (KPIs) that
will measure the effectiveness of your initiatives and processes.
SAP has identified the nine most important
KPIs for finance operations based on our
discussions with customers, partners, and
industry analysts, as well as expertise provided by SAP’s value engineering and finance
teams. In the new normal, these KPIs have
proven to be the most effective measures
of the performance of the finance function
because they are all directly tied to one of the
three priorities for finance.
What does finance look like when your department is performing well in all of these KPIs?
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When you are ensuring regulatory compliance and have effective risk management,
you will have:
• No financial restatements
• Minimal revenue at risk
• No fines or penalties due to noncompliance
When you are outperforming stakeholders’
financial expectations, you will consistently
realize:
• A superior return on capital employed
• A high total return to stakeholders (either
stockholders or the public)

•	Protected stock price and shareholder
value by avoiding earnings warnings that
can destroy it overnight
And when you are delivering superior service,
you will be:
• Taking less time to close the books
• Continually driving down the cost of
finance
• Minimizing days sales outstanding to reduce
the amount of working capital required by
the business

The Nine Most Important KPIs for Finance
Ensure Regulatory Compliance Outperform Stakeholders’
and Effective Risk Management Financial Expectations
Number of financial restatements Return on capital employed
(ROCE)
Percentage of revenue at risk
Total return to stakeholders (TRS)
Monetary fines or penalties paid
for noncompliance

Number of earnings warnings

Deliver Superior Service
at a Reduced Cost
Days to close books
Cost of finance as percentage
of revenue
Days sales outstanding

How SAP Can Help

Delivering Proven, Integrated
Solutions That Deliver Results
SAP offers proven, integrated solutions
supporting financial excellence that can help
improve your core processes in areas such
as invoice to payment and receivables management. You can track these improvements
using the nine finance KPIs defined above.
To deliver these solutions, we’ve established
interdepartmental teams within SAP that share
a single objective: to help finance departments
perform better. Deployed together, these solutions can help you establish best practices for:
• Managing regulatory compliance and risk
effectively – SAP® solutions enable you to
embed risk management and access and
process controls all the way through from
transactional processing to financial reporting. You’ll gain specific, comprehensive compliance functions and new tools to address
specific challenges you face.
• Outperforming stakeholders’ financial
expectations – SAP solutions can give
you a 360-degree view of both financial
and operational performance across your

organization to help managers make betterinformed decisions more quickly. At the same
time, these solutions will help you break
down traditionally disparate performance management processes and increase alignment,
insight, and the ability to take action.
• Delivering superior service at a reduced
cost – SAP solutions help you streamline all
financial functions (from transaction processing right through to disclosure management).
They also offer self-service analytics and

prebuilt industry and finance content to
enable rapid implementation and lower
cost of ownership.
The result is a new, comprehensive portfolio
of applications supporting unified processes
that, when deployed together, help you realize:
• Strong cash flow and liquidity
• Compliant and accurate financial reporting
• Maximized profitability
• Reduced cost of finance

How SAP Solutions Can Support the Finance Department
Regulatory compliance and effective risk
Manage enterprise risk and compliance
management
Manage accounting and financial close
Manage treasury and financial risk
Outperformance of stakeholders’ financial
expectations
Superior service at a reduced cost

Optimize financial performance
Implement shared services for finance
Manage receivables
Optimize invoice to pay
Manage travel
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SAP Solutions Supporting Best
Practices for Finance

DELIVERING MORE VALUE TO THE BUSINESS
Regulatory Compliance and Effective Risk Management
Manage enterprise • Dramatically reduce the time and cost of compliance – The SAP® BusinessObjects™ Access Control application automates
risk and compliance
management of user access and authorization and segregation-of-duties controls. Business and IT owners can jointly manage compliant
user provisioning, enterprise role management, and “superuser” privilege management.
• Integrate compliance testing, remediation, and documentation – The SAP BusinessObjects Process Control application integrates
control documentation, control testing, remediation, and certification in a single solution, eliminating the need for separate, disconnected
tools to achieve and prove compliance.
• Automatically identify and monitor risk – The SAP BusinessObjects Risk Management application balances business opportunities
with financial, legal, and operational exposure to minimize the market penalties from high-impact events. It enables cross-enterprise,
automated risk identification and monitoring, provides tools to mitigate risks, and reports on risks in the context of strategy and
performance management.
• Streamline complex import and export processes – The SAP BusinessObjects Global Trade Services application helps you master
the challenges associated with international trade. With automated processes, you can meet regulatory trade and compliance mandates,
expedite customs clearance, mitigate the financial risk of global transactions, and maximize the benefits of global trade agreements.
• Manage compliance and corporate responsibility initiatives – the SAP Environment, Health, and Safety Management application
helps you manage compliance and corporate responsibility initiatives by aligning global business processes with corporate policies
and environment, health, and safety regulations.
Manage accounting • Streamline accounting and financial reporting processes – The SAP ERP Financials solution enables faster reporting cycles, greater
and financial close
accuracy, strengthened compliance, and lower operational costs. The general ledger supports partitioning so it can simultaneously
handle the accounting and reporting requirements of multiple business units, currencies, and financial reporting standards while
automating enterprise processes.
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Manage treasury
and financial risk

• Improve your speed to close – The SAP Financial Closing cockpit and SAP Central Process Scheduling application by Redwood
work together to automate tasks in the entity financial close process. They provide a single point of control and monitoring, enabling
greater speed, reliability, efficiency, and compliance in the financial period-end close. The advanced scheduling automation, tightly
integrated to the SAP Financial Closing cockpit, remains the recommended SAP solution for supporting the financial close across
multiple SAP and non-SAP software systems.
• Eliminate bottlenecks for a faster close – The SAP BusinessObjects Financial Consolidation and SAP BusinessObjects Planning
and Consolidation applications provide the speed, processing power, agility, and breadth of analysis you need to complete strict
regulatory consolidation and financial reporting cycles more quickly and with confidence.
• Streamline and accelerate intercompany reconciliations for a faster close – The SAP BusinessObjects Intercompany application
enables business units to debate and reconcile balances directly with one another, eliminating extra work and delays at corporate
and divisional levels.
• Coordinate the activities around extensible business reporting language (XBRL) tagging and automate the preparation of internal
board books and annual reports – The SAP BusinessObjects Disclosure Management application simplifies the process of publishing
internally and externally, as well as generating regulatory filings.
• Monitor and manage cash flow and liquidity – The SAP Cash and Liquidity Management application enables you to generate
comprehensive, timely cash forecasts and plans.
• Gain better control of banking balances, cash management, and payments – The SAP In-House Cash application helps drive down
the cost of interunit payments, transfers, and bank fees.
• Streamline and optimize corporation-to-bank communications – The SAP Bank Communication Management application supports
straight-through processing and improved payment control while lowering processing costs.
• Benefit from a direct connection to SWIFTNet, the secure bank payments network – SAP Integration Package for SWIFT reduces
complexity for finance departments by providing a single point of connectivity to multiple banks.
• Solutions from SAP for treasury and risk management enable you to develop more accurate risk assessments, benefit from better
debt and investment management, and establish focused mitigation strategies.
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Outperform Stakeholders’ Financial Expectations
Optimize financial
performance

• Deliver on corporate strategy with enterprise-wide alignment – The SAP® BusinessObjects™ Strategy Management application
empowers business users at all levels to rapidly align resources to execute on strategies, understand risk, and drive effectiveness
across the organization.
• Manage organizational costs and optimize profitability – The SAP BusinessObjects Profitability and Cost Management application
enables you to gain a deep understanding of the levers affecting organizational costs and profitability throughout the enterprise.
Armed with this insight, you can make informed plans and decisions that achieve better results.
• Streamline planning and close the books more quickly – The SAP BusinessObjects Planning and Consolidation application unifies
and streamlines the planning, budgeting, and forecasting process and enables a faster close.

Superior Service at a Reduced Cost
Implement shared
Enjoy cost savings and compelling service-level improvements by implementing financial shared services as a stand-alone solution,
services for finance or as the first step in an overall shared-services deployment strategy for the business.
Manage receivables • Streamline receivables management processes – The SAP® Collections and Dispute Management application enables the more
effective management of past due accounts by ensuring faster collection of delinquent payments through well-prioritized collections
efforts.
• Avoid overdue accounts and bad-debt losses by proactively managing customer credit risk exposure – The SAP Credit Management
application employs sophisticated tools to analyze customer credit worthiness and establish and enforce policies that reduce risk.
• Reduce days sales outstanding and improve cash flow – SAP Collections and Dispute Management helps you resolve invoice
disputes more quickly and systematically by identifying and helping you remove obstacles holding up payment.
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Optimize
invoice to pay

Manage travel

• Eliminate costly manual processing and strengthen supplier relationships – Use SAP solutions in the accounts payable process,
along with our innovative SAP Digital Asset Management application by OpenText and the SAP Information Interchange application
by Crossgate to automate and accelerate processes.
• Optimize invoice receipt and processing – The SAP Archiving application by OpenText and SAP Document Access application by
OpenText enable you to improve productivity, reduce error rates, and implement important internal controls related to invoice receipt,
processing, and archiving.
• Streamline the invoice management process – The SAP Invoice Management application by OpenText and the OCR option for
SAP Invoice Management enable you to automate the invoice cycle, resulting in significant workforce efficiencies, improved visibility
into cash requirements, and optimized supplier discount utilization.
• Save time and effort by electronically exchanging key documents – SAP Information Interchange enables the exchange of electronic
purchase orders, forecasts, invoices, delivery notes, and other documents directly from their SAP applications.
• Reduce payment maintenance costs and improve cash transparency – The SAP Bank Communication Management application
streamlines the payment process and improves compliance.
Reduce costs, streamline administration, and monitor compliance with policies – The SAP Travel Management application and SAP
Travel OnDemand solution assist you with comprehensive corporate travel and expenses management. They even enable people to submit
and authorize expenses from mobile devices.

Find Out More
To learn more about how SAP can help your
finance organization manage risk, facilitate
compliance, and outperform stakeholder
expectations while lowering operational costs,

contact your SAP representative or visit
us on the Web at
www.sap.com/solutions/executiveview
/finance/index.epx.
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